GROUPS THAT ARE MEETING

********************************************************

KEY: OD-Open Discussion, OS-Open Speaker, CD-Closed Discussion, CS-Closed Speaker
OC-Open Chair's Choice, CC-Closed Chair's Choice

Open Meetings (OD,OS) will sign attendance slips. Open meetings are for AA members, alcoholics or anyone interested in AA. Visitors & friends are expected to respect the anonymity of those they see.

Closed Meetings (CD,CS) are restricted to alcoholics and those who have or think they have a drinking problem.

ALL ALCOHOLICS OR THOSE WHO THINK THEY HAVE A DRINKING PROBLEM ARE WELCOME AT ANY MEETING

All meetings are reopened at the Camel Club in Penn Hills (except for Rise & Shine Group on Thur@10:00 AM) - all meetings are OD
Masks required, no smoking, no vaping

All meetings at the Club Above in Pitcairn are reopened - all meetings are OD
Masks required

All meetings at the Sunlight Club in Washington County are reopened - all meetings are OD
Masks required

All meetings at the Cash Club in McKees Rocks are reopened - all meetings are OD,OC
Masks required

SUNDAY

SUNDAY AM EARLY BIRDS GROUP (WASHINGTON) – 9:00 AM - OD
Masks required

GLASSPORT EARLY RISERS GROUP – 11:00 AM - CD
Inside/outside chair’s choice – outside meeting in back of the building under heated/lit gazebo, bring your own drinks, social distancing in effect, mask required

WAYNESBURG GOD AS I UNDERSTAND HIM GROUP – 12:00 PM - CD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

BELLEVUE DO OR DIE GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Meeting at House Of Prayer, California Ave & Home Ave, masks required, bring your own coffee, speaker last Sunday of every month

BURGETTSTOWN IN RECOVERY GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect

CECIL IN THE HEAT OF RECOVERY GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required

GREENSBURG 12 & 12 GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Meeting at Church Of The Brethren, 554 Stanton St. 15601, masks required

PROSPERITY SUNDAY NIGHT GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required

BADEN GROUP – 7:30 PM - OS
Masks required
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SUNDAY (cont.)

BOWER HILL GROUP (SCOTT TWP) – 7:30 PM - OS, OD - meeting outside
Members must bring own folding chair, coffee, masks required, bathrooms may or may not be available

BETHEL PARK REFLECTIONS GROUP – 8:00 PM - OD - meeting outside
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage, bathrooms available, in case of inclement weather meeting will move inside

NORTHSIDE SUNDAY NITERS GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

CRANBERRY EARLY SUNDAY GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

NEW KENSINGTON GROUP (LOWER BURRELL) – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

MONDAY

FIRST THINGS FIRST GROUP (OAKLAND) – 7:00 AM - CD
Meeting at Church Of The Ascension, 4729 Ellsworth Ave. (use N. Neville St. entrance), masks required, social distancing in effect

ST. MARY’S BIG BOOK GROUP (LAWRENCEVILLE) – 10:00 AM - OD
Meeting at New Creation Church, 5225 Holmes St. 15201, enter on Holmes St. side entrance, masks required

OAKDALE BEGINNERS GROUP – 11:00 AM - OD
Masks required

GREENSBURG READING FOR RECOVERY GROUP – 12:00 PM - OD
Meeting at YWCA Greensburg, 424 N. Main St. 15601, masks required

MONDAY MORNING SHARE GROUP (ZELIENOPLE) – 12:00 PM - OD
In the social hall at the very bottom level, masks required, bring your Big Book and your own refreshments (Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

VILLAGE GROUP (UPPER ST. CLAIR) – 12:00 PM - CD
Meeting in Fellowship Hall, masks required, social distancing in effect, no beverages allowed, attendees being asked to arrive no earlier than 11:45 AM & leave promptly after meeting has adjourned, bathrooms available

WAYNESBURG SERENITY AFTERNOON GROUP – 12:00 PM - OD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

PRINCIPLES IN APPLICATION STEP STUDY GROUP (LAWRENCEVILLE) – 5:00 PM - OD
Meeting at New Creation Church, 5225 Holmes St. 15201, enter on Holmes St. side entrance, masks required, social distancing in effect

CRANBERRY CELEBRATE RECOVERY GROUP – 6:00 PM - OD
Masks required

ZELI SPIRITUAL TOOLS GROUP (ZELIENOPLE) – 6:00 PM - OD
Masks required, no food or drinks provided, enter through double doors under long awning
MONDAY (cont.)

ARDARA DAILY REFLECTIONS GROUP – 6:30 PM - OD
Masks required

BELLEVUE WOMENS GROUP – 6:30 PM - CD
Masks required

MONONGAHELA BIG BOOK GROUP – 6:30 PM - OD
New location – The Church of Jesus Christ, 525 6th Street, Monongahela, masks required

CORY CLOSED DISCUSSION GROUP - 7:00 PM - CD
Formerly Moon Closed Discussion Group, new location: Coraopolis United Methodist Church
1205 Ridge Ave. 15108, masks required

FOREST HILLS GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Meeting Christ Lutheran Church, 400 Barclay Ave. 15221, masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own coffee

OAKDALE CROSSROADS GROUP – 7:00 PM - CD
Meeting at original location: Crossroads Methodist Church, 1000 Crossroads Dr. 15071, masks required

WESTENDERS LIVING SOBER IN AA GROUP (CRAFTON HEIGHTS) – 7:00 PM - CD
Masks must be worn, no food served, bring your own coffee, masks required

WILSON MIX-IT-UP MONDAY NIGHT GROUP (CLAIRTON) – 7:00 PM - OD
Meets at Wilson Presbyterian Church, N. 4th St. & Locust Ave. 15025, masks required

SEWICKLEY BEGINNERS GROUP – 7:15 PM - OD
Masks required, no coffee served.

ELIZABETH TOWNSHIP GROUP – 7:30 PM - OD
Meeting at Fellowship Alliance Church, 234 Simpson Howell Rd. 15037, masks required, social distancing in effect

GREENSBURG BIG BOOK GROUP – 7:30 PM - CD
Meeting at Church Of The Brethren, 554 Stanton St. 15601, masks required

IT’S ALL ABOUT ME GROUP (CLINTON) – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required

MONDAY NIGHT HOPE GROUP (MCMURRAY) – 7:30 PM - CD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage, bathrooms available

SOUTHSIDE MONDAY NITERS – 7:30 PM - OS
Meeting at Concord Pres. Church, 1907 Brownsville Rd. 15210, masks required, parking lot available, no coffee or doughnuts

STEELTOWN GROUP (MUNHALL) – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required

SHARPSBURG MONDAY NITERS GROUP – 8:00 PM - OD
Meeting at Family Worship Center, 200 8th St. 15215, masks required, bring your own coffee
MONDAY (cont.)

SQUIRREL HILL GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required, bring your own coffee

WESTVIEW GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

DUNLEVY SECOND CHANCE GROUP – 8:30 PM - OD
Masks required

HILL 12 & 12 GROUP (CANONSBURG) – 8:30 PM - CD
Masks required

SEWICKLEY MONDAY NIGHT GROUP – 8:30 PM - OS
Masks required, no coffee served, do not arrive before 8:25 PM

TUESDAY

FIRST THINGS FIRST GROUP (OAKLAND) – 7:00 AM - CD
Meeting at Church Of The Ascension, 4729 Ellsworth Ave. (use N. Neville St. entrance), masks required, social distancing in effect

MURRYSVILLE MORNING REFLECTIONS – 7:00 AM - OD
Masks required, bring your own coffee

CAMP KELLY GROUP (OAKDALE) – 11:30 AM - OD
Masks required, no shared food, no coffee served

GREENSBURG 4 T’S 12 & 12 GROUP – 12:00 PM - OD
Meeting at Keystone Church, 22 Westview Dr. 15601, masks required

MADE IT ’TIL NOON GROUP (WAYNESBURG) – 12:00 PM - OD
Masks required

SECOND CHANCE HAPPY HOUR GROUP (CHARLEROI) – 5:30 PM - OD
Masks required, last week Open Speaker

DINNER WITH BILL GROUP (IRWIN) – 6:00 PM - OD - meeting outside
Masks required, bring your own chair, coffee, snacks & big book

SOBER SISTERS GROUP (CRANBERRY) – 6:00 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, meeting in different room

AA LITERATURE ON MAIN GROUP (WASHINGTON) – 6:30 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no beverages served

PAGES 59 & 60 GROUP (NORTHSIDE) – 6:30 PM - OD
Masks required

TUESDAY NIGHT BIG BOOK (McMURRAY) – 6:30 PM - OD
It is split into outside and inside groups, masks required, bring a chair for outside only

BEAVER MEN’S DISCUSSION GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Meeting at Beaver United Methodist Church, 345 College Avenue 15009, masks required
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TUESDAY (cont.)

EAST LIBERTY GROUP – 7:00 PM – CLOSED BEGINNER’S DISCUSSION & OS
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own coffee & snacks

GLENSHAW VALLEY STUDY GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required

MT. PLEASANT BIG BOOK GROUP - 7:00 PM - CD
New Location – New Hope Community Church, 482 Bridgeport Rd. Mt. Pleasant, 15666, masks required

SECOND CHANCE HAPPY HOUR GROUP (CHARLEROI) – 7:30 PM - OS
Only meeting 2nd & 4th weeks of month, masks required

BRIGHTON HEIGHTS GROUP (NORTHSIDE) – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks and gloves must be worn

DEER LAKES SOBRIETY GROUP (WEST DEER) – 8:00 PM - OD
Masks required, temperatures taken at door, coffee provided but bring your own cup

MARS GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

MITCHELLS CORNERS GROUP (UPPER ST. CLAIR) – 8:00 PM - CD - meeting outside
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage & chair, bathrooms not available

RECOVERY IN REAL LIFE GROUP (SEWICKLEY) – 8:00 PM - CD
Masks required

ROCHESTER GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required, social distancing observed
(Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

SUNNYHILL GROUP (MT. LEBANON) – 8:00 PM - CD
Meeting in Community Room, masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own coffee, please enter only thru lower parking lot (Zoom Meetings also available, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

WEDNESDAY

FIRST THINGS FIRST GROUP (OAKLAND) – 7:00 AM - CD
Meeting at Church Of The Ascension, 4729 Ellsworth Ave. (use N. Neville St. entrance), masks required, social distancing in effect

ALLISON PARK WEDNESDAY MORNING GROUP – 10:00 AM - CD
Through door to left, masks required, no coffee or doughnuts

CAMP KELLY GROUP (OAKDALE) – 11:30 AM - OD
Masks required, no shared food, no coffee served

SERENITY AS BILL SEES IT GROUP (WAYNESBURG) – 12:00 PM - OD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

ZELIE LUNCH BUNCH (ZELIENOPLE) – 12:00 PM - OD
In the social hall at the very bottom level, mask required, bring your Big Book and your own refreshments. (Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)
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WEDNESDAY (cont.)

PITTSBURGH 164 GROUP (BETHEL PARK) – 7:00 PM - CD
Meeting in different room, masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own coffee

WEDNESDAY NIGHT WOMEN GROUP (BUTLER) – 7:00 PM - OD
Meeting at 1st English Lutheran Church, 241 N. Main St. 16001, masks required

INGRAM 12 STEP STUDY GROUP – 7:30 PM - CD
Masks required, no coffee or food served

LIVING IN RECOVERY GROUP (SEWICKLEY) - 7:30 PM - CD
Meeting in Ansby Hall, entry thru one door only, masks required, social distancing in effect, no food or drinks served, must leave promptly after conclusion of meeting

VALLEY GROUP (TRAFFORD) – 7:30 PM - OS
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own coffee

WILKINSBURG GROUP – 7:30 PM - OS
Masks required, bring your own coffee

BURCHFIELD BIG BOOK GROUP (ALLISON PARK) – 8:00 PM - CD
Masks required

CENTER TOWNSHIP GROUP (MONACA) – 8:00 PM - CS
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no coffee or snacks served

CUMBERLAND ROAD GROUP (GIBSONIA) – 8:00 PM - OS
Meeting at St. Thomas in the Field Church, 4106 St. Thomas Dr. 15044, masks required

INDUSTRIAL GROUP (CARRICK) - 8:00 PM - OS
Now meets at Concord Pres Church, 1907 Brownsville Rd, masks required

LIGONIER DISCUSSION GROUP – 8:00 PM - OD
Meeting at Heritage Methodist Church, 107 W. Market St., masks required

WAYNESBURG HOW WE FEEL TODAY GROUP – 8:00 PM - CD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

CRANBERRY WEDNESDAY NIGHT GROUP – 8:30 PM - OD
Masks required

THURSDAY

FIRST THINGS FIRST GROUP (OAKLAND) – 7:00 AM - CD
Meeting at Church Of The Ascension, 4729 Ellsworth Ave. (use N. Neville St. entrance), masks required, social distancing in effect

CAMP KELLY GROUP (OAKDALE) – 11:30 AM - OD
Masks required, no shared food, no coffee served

THURSDAY GRAPEVINE GROUP (WAYNESBURG) – 12:00 PM - OD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required
THURSDAY (cont.)

NORTH BRADDOCK GROUP – 7:00 PM - OS
Masks required, social distancing in effect

TRAFFORD GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect

COME AS YOU ARE GROUP (MONROEVILLE) - 7:30 PM - WOMEN’S OPEN BIG BOOK DISC
Meeting in large social hall instead of regular meeting room, masks required, social distancing in effect, no coffee or snacks served

DELMONT DOES IT SIMPLE GROUP – 7:30 PM - CD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no coffee or snacks served

DUQUESNE HEIGHTS/MT. WASHINGTON GROUP – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect

KEEP IT SIMPLE GROUP (FOX CHAPEL) – 7:30 PM - CD
Temporarily moving to the St Juan Diego Parish, 201 9th Street, Sharpsburg, masks required, bring your own coffee

KEEP IT SIMPLE SISTER GROUP (GREENSBURG) – 7:30 PM - OD
Meeting at YWCA Greensburg, 424 N. Main St. 15601, masks required

McKEESPORT GROUP – 7:30 PM - OS
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no refreshments

STEPS INTO SOBRIETY GROUP (UPPER ST. CLAIR) – 7:30 PM - CD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage, bathrooms available

HOPE IN SOBRIETY GROUP (YOUNGWOOD) – 8:00 PM - OD
Masks required

MUSTARD SEED GROUP (NORTH HILLS) – 8:00 PM - CD
Masks required

79 SOUTH GROUP (BRIDGEVILLE) – 8:00 PM - OD
Masks required

SPIRITUAL EXPRESS GROUP (BRADFORD WOODS) – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required, social distancing in effect, use patio entrance, costumes encouraged on October 29 meeting

PETERS TWP 12 & 12 CLOSED DISCUSSION GROUP – 8:30 PM - CD
Meeting will be outside, bring your own chair, use of inside facilities will be emergency only, masks required, no coffee or snacks will be provided

ZELIE 2ND CHANCE GROUP (HARMONY) – 8:30 PM - OS
Masks required
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**FRI**

**FIRST THINGS FIRST GROUP (OAKLAND) – 7:00 AM - CD**
Meeting at Church Of The Ascension, 4729 Ellsworth Ave. (use N. Neville St. entrance), masks required, social distancing in effect

**MCMURRAY CROSSROADS GROUP – 10:00 AM - CD**
Masks required

**MADE IT ‘TIL NOON GROUP (WAYNESBURG) – 12:00 PM - OD**
Masks required

**TWELVE & TWELVE @ 12 (ZELIENOPLE) – 12:00 PM - OD**
In the social hall at the very bottom level, mask required, bring your own 12 &12 and your own refreshments. (Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

**MT. LEBANON BIG BOOK GROUP – 1:00 PM - CD**
Masks required
(Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

**FRIDAY NIGHT INTO ACTION GROUP (CRANBERRY) – 6:00 PM - CD**
Will meet in the Fellowship Hall (the big room), masks required, no beverages/snacks provided

**FRIDAY PM WOMENS GROUP (SHADYSIDE) – 6:00 PM - CD - meeting outside**
Masks required, bring your own chair, beverage & snacks, bathrooms not available
meeting will occur on Zoom if outside temperature is below 50 degrees

**THIS IS H.O.W. GROUP (IRWIN) – 6:00 PM - OD**
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own refreshments

**BELLEVUE FRIDAY NITERS GROUP – 6:30 PM - OD - meeting outside**
No 8:00 PM discussion, meeting at Bellevue Memorial Park, 320 Bellevue Rd. 15229, masks required, social distancing in effect, no coffee served

**SEWICKLEY FRIDAY BEGINNERS GROUP (DISCUSSION) – 6:30 PM**
Our host church has required that CDC guidelines be followed.

**ASPINWALL BEGINNERS GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD**
Masks required, no coffee or refreshments

**GLENSHAW HILLTOP GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD**
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no coffee or snacks served
(Zoom meeting still active, check ‘On-line & Phone Meetings’ list)

**PERRYOPOLIS FRIDAY NITERS – 7:00 PM - OD**
Masks required

**STEPPERS WOMENS STEPS & TRAD. GRP (MCMURRAY) – 7:00 PM - OD - meeting outside**
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage, bathrooms available, in case of inclement weather meeting will move inside

**THREE RIVERS GROUP (WEST END) – 7:00 PM - OD**
Masks required, social distancing in effect, coffee & beverages only available from Onala Club kitchen
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FRIDAY (cont.)

CANONSBURG AS BILL SEES IT GROUP – 7:30 PM - OD - meeting outside
Masks required, meeting in parking lot, no smoking on church property

BERKELEY HILLS GROUP (NORTH HILLS) – 7:30 PM - OD
also Big Book Study, masks required, meeting on Christmas Eve

WAR FEVER RAN HIGH (WILKINSBURG) – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect

BAKERSTOWN GROUP (GIBSONIA) – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

JEANNETTE FRIDAY NIGHT GROUP – 8:00 PM - OS
Masks required

WAYNESBURG HOW WE FEEL TODAY GROUP – 8:00 PM - CD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

ALCOHOLICS GROUP (INGRAM) – 8:30 PM - OD - meeting outside
This move will be permanent (formerly in Greentree), meeting at Ingram United Pres. Church, 30 W. Prospect St. 15205, meeting in parking lot, meeting will move inside if there is inclement weather, masks required, last week is Chair’s Choice meeting

BERKELEY HILLS GROUP (NORTH HILLS) – 8:30 PM – OS
Speaker, masks required, meeting on Christmas Eve

POINTVIEW GROUP (CARRICK) – 8:30 PM - OS
Masks required

SATURDAY

THE 1ST 164 GROUP (MCMURRAY) – 9:00 AM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own food and beverage

SEWICKLEY SATURDAY MORNING GROUP – 10:00 AM - CD
Masks required, bring your own big book, no coffee served

WAYNESBURG SERENITY AFTERNOON GROUP – 12:00 PM - OD
Steps Inside Club, 1790 Morris St., masks required

BETHEL SATURDAY NIGHT GROUP (MONROEVILLE) – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required

CLAIRTON LAST CHANCE GROUP – 7:00 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, no refreshments at this time

CLINTON SATURDAY NIGHT GROUP – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required

IT WORKS IT REALLY DOES GROUP (UPPER ST. CLAIR) – 7:30 PM - CD
Masks required, social distancing in effect, bring your own beverage, bathrooms available
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SATURDAY (cont.)

WAR FEVER RAN HIGH (WILKINSBURG) – 7:30 PM - OD
Masks required, social distancing

SWISSVALE SATURDAY NIGHT GROUP (EDGEWOOD) – 8:30 PM - OS
Masks required